U.S.S. Seleya – Stardate 9907.11

Host Cheryl says:
Seleya is within the asteroid belts of Minzheni, and has revived a passenger, in stasis, on a small alien vessel which appears to be quite old.  The passenger is one Dyadra, who claims to be a priestess of the planet Ainmir.

Host Cheryl says:
Dyadra claims that her planet was devastated by asteroids centuries ago; her vessel, and others like it, were launched as a precaution, that some record of their civilisation be preserved in case their society was destroyed by the asteroids.

Host Cheryl says:
Dyadra is aboard Seleya, and their are three alien ships nearby, of unknown design.  The ships have not responded as yet to hails.

Host Cheryl says:
Added note on the alien ships:  They are similar in design to Dyadra's, though not as advanced as hers.

Host Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Jean says:
:: in Captain’s Chair ::

Cns_Moore says:
::gets up from an restless and broken sleep and steps into a sonic shower::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives on the bridge and heads for the observation lounge::

OPS_Jean says:
TO : maintain Yellow alert Status

Host Dyadra says:
::in guest quarters, resting::

SO_Intrim says:
::at science station ::

CO_Pang says:
::walking towards the Observation Lounge from her quarters - gets into TL:: TL: Observation Lounge

Imorst says:
@::on approach toward the Asteroid field::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::enters the lounge and sits down at one of the seats and continues working on a padd::

CSO_Masters says:
SO: Are those ships the same age as the sleep ship?

OPS_Jean says:
FCO : maintain a safe distance

TO_M`Toc says:
::Stands at Tactical....Watches the yellow alert light blink on and off::

Cns_Moore says:
::feeling cleaner but unrefreshed, shaves and dresses::

Lnor says:
@::trailing Imorst's ship::

Dak says:
@::approaching the asteroid belt on Imorst’s left side::

SO_Intrim says:
CSO: No, sir, they are of newer construction

CO_Pang says:
::the TL moves smoothly upwards .... and Kay Lee exits ... and walks towards the Observation Lounge::

Imorst says:
@COMM Lnor/Dak:  Did you receive that transmission too?

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Mr. M’Toc  tactical analysis

FCO_Crane says:
OPS: Yes ::maintains safe distance::

Cns_Moore says:
::makes way to TL::

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  The ships are approaching the asteroid belt

Dak says:
@COMM: Imorst: Yes what do you think?

CO_Pang says:
::checks the time:: *CNS*  Counsellor ... you have 3 minutes to bring Lady Dyadra to the Observation Lounge ::enters the lounge to see the CEO:: CEO: Good Morning Richard

Cns_Moore says:
*Kyra* Meet me at the VIP quarters

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Anything about the ship ? please maintain biohazard protocols

CEO_Bolitho says:
::looks up from his padd and greets the Captain:: CO: Captain <smiles>

Lnor says:
@::She is frustrated, tired, and grumpy::

OPS_Jean says:
TO : ETA ?

Cns_Moore says:
*CO* On my way Sir

SO_Intrim says:
CSO: Feeding capabilities data to TAC Boards

Cns_Moore says:
<Kyra> *Cns* Yes Sir

Imorst says:
@COMM: Dak:  Well, it's three against one, what danger could there be?  Let's return the hail.

Cns_Moore says:
TL: VIP Quarters

TO_M`Toc says:
::Sends message to Security team to make sure they are at their post protecting our guest::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : SHIP : USS Seleya from the United Federation of Planets :: HAILS ::

Dak says:
@COMM: Imorst: I agree.

SO_Intrim says:
M'Toc : Feeding you the data I have on the approaching vessels capabilities

Cns_Moore says:
::finds Kyra waiting for him at the TL, makes way to Dyadra's quarters::

Lnor says:
@COM: Imorst: yes checking sensors now.

CO_Pang says:
::takes a seat .....wonders where Masters is::

Cns_Moore says:
::activates the door chime::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Sir, please place OPS command code to your console

TO_M`Toc says:
SO:  Acknowledged

CO_Pang says:
*CSO*  Commander Masters .... your presence in the Observation Lounge would be appreciated ::grins at the CEO::

OPS_Jean says:
FCO : Distance ?

Imorst says:
@COMM: Seleya:  This is the Ainmiran vessel Imorst.  What is your business here?

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* On my way sir.... ::heads for obs lounge::

SO_Intrim says:
::nods as he overhears the message ::

CO_Pang says:
CEO:  Well - have you any theories about our current situation?

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: for once I'm actually early Captain!

TO_M`Toc says:
::Receives data on ships that are approaching::

SO_Intrim says:
::moves to Science one ::

Lnor says:
@::Gets an unusual reading on sensor::

Imorst says:
@COMM DAK/Lnor:  You two had best fall back here and keep an eye out

Host Dyadra says:
::hears the door chime::  Enter.

Cns_Moore says:
::activates the door chime to Dyadra's quarters again::

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Complete tactical analysis

Cns_Moore says:
::enters quarters w/ Kyra behind him, trying to look professional::

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS: Aye

Dak says:
@COMM: Imorst: Will do ::comes to stop::

CSO_Masters says:
::enters obis lounge and takes a seat:: CO: Reporting sir

Lnor says:
@:: manoeuvres to keep Imorst between her the strange ship::

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: one the asteroid belt we are currently in is the remains of Dyadra's home planet, its only a hypothesis, maybe Commander Masters can check it out?

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Try to hail the alien ships on all frequencies

CO_Pang says:
::moves to the replicator .... decides to sit down instead:: Masters:  Commander ... our guest should be on her way now

Lnor says:
@::powers down:: Imorst: done

Imorst says:
@COMM: Seleya:  This is the Ainmiran vessel Imorst.  What is your business here?

FCO_Crane says:
OPS: Aye Maintaining High Orbit

Cns_Moore says:
Dyadra: I am Counsellor Moore and this is my assistant Kyra. I must say I am pleased to meet you

Host Dyadra says:
::rises at Moore's entrance, and nods::  You are the counsellor........

Cns_Moore says:
::not sure what gesture of greeting is appropriate::

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Do we have a visual ?

TO_M`Toc says:
::Grins....Feels blood rushing through body as the chance of a battle might flair::

Lnor says:
@Imorst: check your sensors. you won't believe what's aboard that vessel!

CO_Pang says:
<Cara Da>::gets ready to escort Moore and Dyadra to the appointment::

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  We are superior to their ships.

Cns_Moore says:
Dyadra: Yes I am

SO_Intrim says:
OPS: We are being scanned

Cns_Moore says:
Dyadra: We must go to the Observation Lounge

Imorst says:
@::checks the sensor readouts::  COMM:  Dak/Lnor: It cannot be!?

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  But there are 3 of them....We are out numbered....

SO_Intrim says:
OPS: only sensor data at this time

CO_Pang says:
<Cara Da> Dyadra:  Counsellor Moore is here to ensure things go smoothly .... we should go now

Host Dyadra says:
::smiles graciously::  Counsellor:  I am at your disposal.

Lnor says:
@::Gets in a huff. Her battle harden face goes pale::

Cns_Moore says:
::offers arm to Dyadra::

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  The combined effort of all 3 of them could affect us.

Imorst says:
@COMM: Dak/Lnor:  Could it actually be one of the Sleep Ships!?

Dak says:
@COMM: Imorst, Lnor:: They have one of our ships!

SO_Intrim says:
OPS: Could you boost the gain on the forward sensor array 2.5 Kw ?

Lnor says:
@Imorst/Dak: Finally, one alive.

CO_Pang says:
::resists temptation to drum fingernails on the table .... wonders why Moore is late::

Cns_Moore says:
::offers arm to Dyadra::

OPS_Jean says:
SO : Please slave OPS command codes to your console

Host Dyadra says:
::takes arm::  Lead on, Counsellor.

SO_Intrim says:
OPS: Taking over your console control functions now

Imorst says:
@COMM: Dak/Lnor:  Surround that ship, she is not responding and we must retrieve that ship!

Cns_Moore says:
::makes way to TL:: TL: Observation Lounge Deck 1

Imorst says:
@::moves directly in front of the Seleya::

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Offensive capability ?

SO_Intrim says:
OPS: On Screen , not very good , I am afraid

CO_Pang says:
*OPS*: Can you update me on progress with the ships out there please?

Cns_Moore says:
Dyadra: How have you found our ship?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::hums to himself as he works on his padd with the latest efficiency reports of the warp drive and the IPS::

Lnor says:
@Imorst/Dak: I suggest battle mode.

Dak says:
@COMM: Imorst: Done:: moves to get behind the ship::

OPS_Jean says:
SO ; Please continue to hail them on all frequencies

Host Dyadra says:
:;frowns slightly, as she senses........., but is distracted by Moore's question::  Counsellor:  Your people have been most gracious.

SO_Intrim says:
OPS: Hailing , Sir

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  Their weapons are less....sophisticated then ours.

SO_Intrim says:
::initiates hails ::

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : 3 ships at safe distance... did not answer our hails yet

Host Dyadra says:
Counsellor:  You have some of my people aboard?  I thought I sensed ........

CEO_Bolitho says:
::makes a note on his padd, that the deuterium tanks need to be topped up::

Cns_Moore says:
<Kyra> ::notices frown:: Dyadra: Is something wrong Ma'am?

FCO_Crane says:
::makes adjustments to maintain High Orbit::

Imorst says:
@COMM: Dak/Lnor: I agree completely.  They do not wish to speak anymore then we have to fight to retrieve it.  ::powers up weapons and shields::

Lnor says:
@::manoeuvres aboard the strange ship::

Cns_Moore says:
::arrives at OL::

OPS_Jean says:
FCO : Distance ?

Lnor says:
@::powers up shields and weapons::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  They are arming weapons

OPS_Jean says:
SO : Status report ?

Dak says:
@::powers up weapons and shields and locks on to the ship::

Cns_Moore says:
Dyadra: As far as I know there are none but we do have ship similar to yours in design nearby

CO_Pang says:
*OPS*  I am on my way ...

Host Dyadra says:
::leaves the TL with Moore, and enters the OL, still trying to sort out her readings::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  We all being Targeted sir

Imorst says:
@COMM: Seleya:  I repeat what do you want in our territory and why are you holding one of our people captive?  ::says more angrily this time::

Lnor says:
@Imorst: We should take it alive.  The people would demand it.

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Aye aye captain

CEO_Bolitho says:
::follows the CO out of the OL::

SO_Intrim says:
COM: Unknown Vessels : This Is the USS Seleya, we are on an expedition of peace and exploration, reply please

CO_Pang says:
CSO/CEO:  When the Counsellor arrives - he directs this meeting .... ok with you?

Host Dyadra says:
::nods::  Counsellor:  If the ships are Ainmiran, I should contact them immediately.

Cns_Moore says:
CO: Wait Sir

CO_Pang says:
::walks out of the OL and onto the bridge:: Lt. Jean: Report!

Host Dyadra says:
::pleased at the prospect that her people might have survived::

SO_Intrim says:
COM: Imorst: We are on a mission of exploration and peace. we found her and her vessel adrift

Lnor says:
@::Thinks and I want to see it pay for it's actions::

SO_Intrim says:
OPS: Contact made

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: I think I need to be in engineering if those ships are powering up their weapons?

Cns_Moore says:
*CO* I need a word with you sir

Imorst says:
@COMM: Seleya: Peace.  There can only be peace when you return our ship to us

Cns_Moore says:
Dyadra: Won't you take a seat I will be with you shortly

CO_Pang says:
OPS: On screen!

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Imorst : I'm Lieutenant Martin Jean from the United Federation of Planets

Host Dyadra says:
Moore:  I wish to contact those ships.......

FCO_Crane says:
OPS: Close enough for Visual Sir

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  We Are in Danger.

SO_Intrim says:
:puts on Screen and pipes also to the OL ::

OPS_Jean says:
ALL : Captain on bridge 

SO_Intrim says:
OPS : On Screen

OPS_Jean says:
:: Taking OPS ::

CO_Pang says:
::walks to the centre position on the bridge - stands with hands open.... they can surely see her::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::activates the engineering bridge console::

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  We should go to Red Alert.

Cns_Moore says:
Dyadra: I will see what it is I can do. Please wait here.

Cns_Moore says:
::goes to bridge::

SO_Intrim says:
::unhooks the OPS board and nods to OPS ::

Dak says:
::maintains his lock finger near the trigger::

Imorst says:
@COMM: Dak/Lnor:  What do you think about this vessel?  Can we disable it?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Accessing OPS command codes ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: ON SCREEN ::

Host Dyadra says:
::takes a seat, and tries to extend her telepathic range, to communicate.....  but fails::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Maintaining communication Link ::

CO_Pang says:
COM Ships:  We are not threatening you ... power down your weapons ....

Dak says:
@COMM: Imorst: The ship looks to be more advanced than ours but we need our ship back!!

CSO_Masters says:
::feels intimidated being the only one in the room with a telepath::

Imorst says:
@::notices the woman on his viewscreen::  COMM: Seleya: It's about time you people acknowledged us.  We will power down when you release our ship and it's inhabitant

Lnor says:
@Imorst: not according to my sensors, but we can't let them keep that creature.

CO_Pang says:
COM Ships:  I cannot understand you .... but in a moment .... we can correct this!

Cns_Moore says:
CO: I must speak to you. It is very important

CEO_Bolitho says:
::prepares damage control parties::

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Get the UT on line ... they can understand us then

FCO_Crane says:
::stays ready to manoeuvre the ship at an instant::

CO_Pang says:
CNS:  Go ahead Craig

OPS_Jean says:
:: Updating languacode ::

Host Dyadra says:
::stands and paces, looking at Masters::  Sir:  I wish to communicate with the ships  ::moves to the OL door::

Imorst says:
@COMM: Lnor: I couldn't agree more.  While their shields are down do you think we could get a boarding party over there?

Lnor says:
@::her anger builds, targets the bridge::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : We have full communication status

CO_Pang says:
COMM Ships:  We are no threat to you .... why do you threaten us?

Cns_Moore says:
CO: Dyadra has detected the ships. She wishes to communicate with them

CO_Pang says:
CNS: And you recommend this?

TO_M`Toc says:
::places fingers on shield keys....but doesn’t 'push the button'::

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: We can route a comm link to this room

Cns_Moore says:
CO: It may resolve this crisis

Host Dyadra says:
::reaches the door, and pushes the activation button, as she had seen Moore do when he exited::

Imorst says:
@::listens to the woman babble incoherently::  COMM: ::speaks slowly and clearly::  R E T U R N  O U R  S H I P!

CO_Pang says:
CNS:  First Craig ... I want to know why, after all this time - they suddenly power weapons

Dak says:
@::growing very impatient::

Lnor says:
@COM Imorst: Tell them that that thing has to answer for it's crimes.

Cns_Moore says:
CO: They must have detected her ship

Imorst says:
@COMM: Lnor: Yes, good idea maybe then they will understand the seriousness

Host Dyadra says:
::looks again at Masters::  They are communicating with my people now; I must go there......

OPS_Jean says:
:: Preparing to Transport SHIP on command ::

CO_Pang says:
COM Ships:  Power down .... your weapons .... we warn you threats are dangerous

CO_Pang says:
TO: Raise shields

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: We can route a comm link to here

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Aye sir....Shields raised

TO_M`Toc says:
::Raises shields::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Running level 4 diagnostic on Ops console ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
TO: analysis of their offensive capabilities?

Dak says:
@COMM: Imorst: I have the engines targeted.

CO_Pang says:
TO: prepare a warning shot .... a good way away from them .... I do not want to cause a war here

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning internal power grid ::

SO_Intrim says:
::doing deeper analysis of ships::

Host Dyadra says:
Masters:  Do so, if you like; would it not be better if I were there?   ::pauses at the doorway::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain I recommend beaming over the empty ship

TO_M`Toc says:
CEO_Bolitho:  Limited fire power....shouldn't be much of a threat

Imorst says:
@COMM: Seleya:  This is the Ainmiran vessel Imorst, we wish that you transfer that vessel to us.  It must answer for it's crimes.  ::anger is building::

Cns_Moore says:
CO: So what do you think should she speak to them or not?

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Sir.....

CO_Pang says:
COMM Imorst:  At last we can talk! .... We do not understand  why you are angry ....

CEO_Bolitho says:
TO: Acknowledged

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: Permission from the captain is required if you wish to enter the bridge

Imorst says:
@COMM: Dak/Lnor: What do you think?  Would it be wiser to power our systems down?

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  We would have to lower shields to transport the ship.

CO_Pang says:
CNS: Not yet ... if her ship is supposedly an enemy ... then so is she

OPS_Jean says:
*CNS* : Situation report

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  We would be defenceless.

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: I'm right here

Host Dyadra says:
::nods::  CSO:  Will you show me the way?  ::still confused from the vague readings she is getting::

CO_Pang says:
TO: We will not release the ship until we understand more about what is going on

Imorst says:
@COMM: Seleya: Angry!?  Have you no idea the criminal you are holding!?

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Aye sir.

Dak says:
@COMM: Imorst: No that might be what they're waiting for.

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Situation report

Cns_Moore says:
CO: Very well. What do you suggest I do then? She is adamant.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Preparing for combat configuration ::

SO_Intrim says:
::listens with half an ear as he works ::

CO_Pang says:
COM Imorst: Criminal?  We have a lady aboard - who is genetically related to you ... she has shown us no reason to believe she is anyone's enemy ... please clarify

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: one second... *CO* Sir, Dyadra wishes to come to the bridge to communicate with the ships

TO_M`Toc says:
::Readies Tactical manoeuvres learned in the academy::

FCO_Crane says:
::Prepares for evasive manoeuvres::

CEO_Bolitho says:
OPS: Shields at 100% Damage control parties standing by

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : Acknowledged

CO_Pang says:
*CSO* Then that may be arranged .... but not instantly .... I am talking to these ships now ... patience please

Imorst says:
@COMM: Dak/Lnor: Can you believe these people!?  They say she is a perfect lady!  ::snorts::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : All systems nominal, Captain

Host Dyadra says:
::pauses, reluctantly, impatient::

Cns_Moore says:
CO: On with the meeting?

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  Security teams standing by

SO_Intrim says:
TO: I am sending you a firing point  to use in case , it will disable their engines for a short time

CO_Pang says:
COM Imorst:  Will you not visit with us?  We can guarantee your safety aboard this vessel - talk would be easier?

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: Why don't you take a seat while we wait

Dak says:
@COMM: Imorst, Lnor: These creatures are directly interfering with an internal matter, what right do they have!?

Lnor says:
@Imorst: Let Them power down, then we talk abut negotiations.

Cns_Moore says:
<Kyra> ::sends calming vibes to Dyadra, trying to figure out why she is so troubled::

FCO_Crane says:
::indicates to CO his readiness::

TO_M`Toc says:
SO:  Acknowledged

CO_Pang says:
::not willing to be dictated to by the Ainmirans::

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Acknowledged

Host Dyadra says:
Masters:  Thank you.  ::takes a seat, still trying to sort out the glimpses of emotion she is receiving from her people::

CO_Pang says:
::nods at FCO:: FCO: Just stay alert

Lnor says:
@::Shifts in seat, rearranges her boot knife::

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: Captain perhaps it would be an idea to beam the occupants unarmed of course over to the Seleya?

FCO_Crane says:
CO: Aye, sir

Host Dyadra says:
::responds to Kyra::  ~~~~Thank you; I am fine.  Just confused~~~~

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Lt.  Could we beam the leaders of these ships .... to - say my Ready Room?

SO_Intrim says:
::nods at CEO's suggestion ::

CO_Pang says:
CEO: Richard ... so I think

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain, we will have to lower the shields 

Cns_Moore says:
<Kyra> Dyadra: ~~~~~~Why is that?~~~~~

Lnor says:
@COM: Seleya: Why do you harbour criminals?

Imorst says:
@COMM: Dak/Lnor: What do you think? Shall we go over and visit them?

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  Suggest placing security teams at your ready room.

SO_Intrim says:
CEO:  Might I suggest we have extra security available for that meeting ?

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: I don't recommend that Captain, maybe the brig initially, then bring them to the OL under security guard!

Cns_Moore says:
CEO: I don't think they will agree to a meeting

CSO_Masters says:
::observes Dyadra::

CO_Pang says:
COM Ships:  We are prepared to guarantee your safety aboard .... and I will meet with you personally .... is this enough?

Host Dyadra says:
~~~~<Kyra>:  They are angry; do you not sense it?  They should not be~~~~

OPS_Jean says:
:: Standing by for transport ::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  They might take the brig as being offensive to them.

Dak says:
@COMM: Imorst: Why not. Anything to clarify

CEO_Bolitho says:
CNS: were not really giving them the option to refuse Craig!

CO_Pang says:
::thinks she might need to go aboard one of their vessels::

Cns_Moore says:
CEO: They have done nothing violent

Lnor says:
@Imorst: Your call, but I go armed!

Dak says:
@COMM: Imorst: Anything to clarify our claim.

Cns_Moore says:
CEO: There is no reason to put them in the brig

Imorst says:
@COMM: Dak/Lnor: I agree.  COMM: Seleya: We will come aboard to discuss this matter.  ::lowers shields and powers down weapons::

TO_M`Toc says:
CO:  We could knock out their shields....then beam a security team over to secure it.

CEO_Bolitho says:
CNS: They have powered up there weapons and demanded Dyadra be returned to them while she is on this ship she is under our protection

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain is our guest requested our protection ?

CO_Pang says:
TO: Negative!

Dak says:
@::tucks his knife in his boot::

SO_Intrim says:
OPS; I suggest beaming them sans weapons

Cns_Moore says:
::tries not to slap his hand on his forehead or roll his eyes::

OPS_Jean says:
SO : Could do but we will have to lower the shields

CO_Pang says:
COM Ships:  Then we will transport you ..... OPS:  To my ready room please!

Cns_Moore says:
CEO; Whatever MR Second officer Sir

SO_Intrim says:
OPS: agreed, but only for a microsecond

Lnor says:
@::Powers down weapons and shields::

Imorst says:
@::nods and waits for this "transport"::

Dak says:
@::lowers shields and powers down weapons::

Cns_Moore says:
CO: What are your orders for me in the meantime Sir?

CO_Pang says:
CNS: Join me please .... CEO: You have the bridge

Lnor says:
@Imorst: ::growls:: Ready.

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Mr. M’Toc Prepare to lower shields on my mark

Cns_Moore says:
::follows CO to RR::

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS: Aye

CO_Pang says:
*CSO* How is our guest?

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Imorst : Please standby for transport

SO_Intrim says:
CEO: Might I suggest we keep a transporter lock on the ones beamed aboard ?

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Mr. M’Toc....

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Now

TO_M`Toc says:
::Lowers shields::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Energising ;;

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* She appears to be communicating telepathically sir

Cns_Moore says:
<Kyra> Dyadra: ~~~~Why are they angry?~~~~

Host Dyadra says:
::resumes her patience, unable to sit still::

OPS_Jean says:
::  Holding in pattern buffer ::

OPS_Jean says:
To : OK raises shields

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* Impatient too

Host Dyadra says:
~~~~<Kyra>:  I know not~~~~

TO_M`Toc says:
::Sends a security team to wait our side of the Captains' ready room::

CO_Pang says:
::gestures to the Counsellor to sit - waits for the delegation to arrive::

TO_M`Toc says:
::Raises shields::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Disarming - materializing in the ready room ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::moves down to the command arc and takes the chair::

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  Aye....Shields raised

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Sir they are in the ready room 

Cns_Moore says:
::sits:: CO: This did not go at all as expected

CO_Pang says:
*OPS* So I see   Delegation:  Please take a seat ....

Lnor says:
@::Startled at tingling feeling::

Imorst says:
::materializes in the RR and begins to look around at the luxury of it all::

Cns_Moore says:
<Kyra> Dyadra: ~~~~~~Then how do you know they should not be angry~~~

CEO_Bolitho says:
TO: I want two security officers on the bridge

TO_M`Toc says:
::Nods at the Security team as they walk onto the bridge and move toward the Captain's ready room:

Lnor says:
::Looks at stun gun, angered that it is non-functional::

Dak says:
::looks around::

Imorst says:
::looks at the chairs in front of him and sits angrily::

Cns_Moore says:
::stands to welcome the delegation::

CO_Pang says:
Delegation: Be welcome here .... we did not know people were capable of space flight in this sector .... we are explorers

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain I recommend taking great care concerning the prime directive

CEO_Bolitho says:
SO: transporter lock to be maintained on out three guests at all times

Host Dyadra says:
~~~~<Kyra>:  Their presence means that our civilisation survived.  That was what we meant to be~~~~

Lnor says:
::Stands, arms folded, face blank::

Imorst says:
::at the CO's words he snorts and looks to the side::  CO: Enough of this small talk, we want that ship and it's inhabitant

Host Dyadra says:
~~~~<Kyra>:  That is why their anger confuses me; it is directed towards me, I sense~~~~

OPS_Jean says:
:: Taking Captain Chair ::

SO_Intrim says:
OPS: ::smiles:: Maintain Transporter lock

Lnor says:
::Nods in agreement with Imorst::

OPS_Jean says:
SO : Slave OPS to your console please

CO_Pang says:
Delegation:  Please make yourselves comfortable .... we seem to have angered you - can you tell us why?

Cns_Moore says:
<Kyra>~~~~~Dyadra: What might you have done?~~~~~

Dak says:
::stares at the strange being sitting at the table::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::stands and paces the bridge::

FCO_Crane says:
:: maintains position::

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Situation update

OPS_Jean says:
FCO : Distance ?

Host Dyadra says:
CSO:  They are aboard, now; I sense them.

Lnor says:
::Glares at CO and CNS::

Cns_Moore says:
::sits and listens, taking notes on each delegate::

Imorst says:
CO: You angered us?  No.  That creature you claim is a lady is actually a monster.  ::snorts and crosses his arms::

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  No change in the alien ships position.

Lnor says:
::Keeps back to wall::

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Please bring people in to protect the bridge

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: Who are they?

Host Dyadra says:
::tunes out Kyra, as she concentrates her attention on the Ainmirans aboard::

CEO_Bolitho says:
SO: how goes the scans of that class M planet, didn't we launch a probe to scan it?

Cns_Moore says:
lmorst: Would you care to elaborate?

Dak says:
::stands beside Lnor::

FCO_Crane says:
OPS: still within transporter range sir

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  That could change at any moment though::

Host Dyadra says:
CSO:  They are my people.

CO_Pang says:
::sits down ....:: Ladies and Gentlemen .... we have a member of your race aboard that is true .... but why should she be seen as an enemy?

Imorst says:
::points to the CNS:  CO: And who is this!?  Your guard dog!?

Lnor says:
CO: She and her kind set themselves up as false gods.

OPS_Jean says:
FCO : Please keep me informed of any of their movement

SO_Intrim says:
::maintains Transporter Lock ::

CO_Pang says:
Imorst:  Imorst:  This is one of my officers .... who will help me to understand things ...

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: Can you communicate telepathically with them?

Lnor says:
CO: They deceived us, and then left us to die.

Dak says:
::note the arrogance of the creatures that interfere with their business::

CO_Pang says:
Lnor:  Who deceived you?  Who left you to die?

Lnor says:
CO: This one is the only one we have found, alive.

Imorst says:
::snorts again at the COs words looking to his two associates::

Cns_Moore says:
::taking all that is said and how it is said down::

Host Dyadra says:
Masters:  If they will allow, yes.  My people can block, if they choose.  I have been trying........

CEO_Bolitho says:
SO: did we not launch a probe to scan the class M planet in this system?

FCO_Crane says:
OPS: Aye :: Maintains scanning range and position of our ship::

Lnor says:
CO: The creature you have as a "guest"

Dak says:
CO: How dare you interfere with our internal matters!!

CO_Pang says:
Delegation:  Calm yourselves!  You are obviously civilised ... help us to understand you please!

SO_Intrim says:
CEO: Data is being evaluated now

Imorst says:
::nods in agreement of his two friends::

Lnor says:
CO: It must come back with us to stand trial.

CEO_Bolitho says:
SO: thanks

SO_Intrim says:
CEO: I could send it to a station ?

Imorst says:
CO: Yes it must!  We demand it!

Lnor says:
CO: You have no right to interfere.

Cns_Moore says:
Delegation: We wish to fully understand what we have stepped into so that we may resolve anything we have done wrong

Host Dyadra says:
Masters:  Perhaps if I could speak with them, at closer vicinity; they might not be able to block my communication attempts

CO_Pang says:
Lnor: It?  This is a lady .... not an it .... we are not interfering, but we cannot just pass a person over to you ... particularly when you are obviously determined on harm to her ...

CEO_Bolitho says:
::moves up to SO Interim's duty station SO: Show it here

Lnor says:
::Spins to CNS: CNS: YOU do not need to understand, just return the creature.

Imorst says:
CNS/CO: A long time ago, our world was under threat from an asteroid field and we were struggling for a way to survive...

Dak says:
Lnor : ::whispers:: This is ridiculous.

Lnor says:
CO: So you would interfere in our laws?

SO_Intrim says:
::places on screen at console ::

CO_Pang says:
::listens to Imorst:: Imorst:  That is confirmed by the Lady .... she was sent away .... so she tells us

Cns_Moore says:
Lnor: We cannot return something we do not know is yours. We are sorry to be in the middle of this but we cannot just step out of it now

Imorst says:
CNS/CO: ...  they  ::pointing through the wall:: left us to die once they discovered a way to save their own hides!!!

Lnor says:
Imorst: Do not...CO: Sent away? they ran away.

CO_Pang says:
::raises an eyebrow at the Counsellor:: CNS: I think we may be getting to a cause here ...

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: I'm sure the captain is talking with them, she'll inform us as soon as needed

SO_Intrim says:
CEO: It would seem they have had a major catastrophe ::frowns ::

Host Dyadra says:
:;paces::  Masters:  It is difficult to be patient; their minds are closed to me.

CO_Pang says:
Delegation:   So why are they enemies?  They ran away?  Cowards maybe ... but enemies?

Lnor says:
CO: After setting themselves up as gods they left us to die.

FCO_Crane says:
OPS: If our guest in question has not asked for asylum, then our hands are pretty well tied right?

Imorst says:
::stands up angrily and snorts again::

CEO_Bolitho says:
SO: so the remains of the civilisation built them selves up again after the asteroid strikes, no wonder they hate Dyadra, they view her as someone that left them behind to their own devices

Cns_Moore says:
CO: I'm just trying to be cause the least interference as possible ::whispers::

OPS_Jean says:
FCO : Right

Dak says:
CO: We believed in them and they left us to die!!

CO_Pang says:
Delegation:  Can you please tell us what happened .... why do you think the Lady caused things to go wrong?

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: Patience is a good exercise

OPS_Jean says:
FCO : but it is up to the captain to make that call

Imorst says:
Dak/Lnor:  I can't believe we are standing here talking about this!!!  These people are fools and do NOT understand!

SO_Intrim says:
CEO: That may be one pint of view, but instead they may have been trying to place the knowledge to rebuild out of harms way and something failed

OPS_Jean says:
SO : Anything from the Exobiology database that can help us prevent a conflict ?

Dak says:
::nods

Host Dyadra says:
::smiles wryly, and briefly::  Masters:  And an exercise that I never quite mastered.  My mentor scolded me often for it.....

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: Why don't you tell me about your race while we wait?

CO_Pang says:
Imorst:  Then you understand us please!  We are explorers and are determined to find the truth .... your truth may be just part of the truth ... truth is more than one person's opinion

Lnor says:
CO: They had gathered all the knowledge, all the power.  Got our people to trust them, and then left us to face "The Punishment" alone.

Cns_Moore says:
Delegation: We cannot understand that which has not been explained

FCO_Crane says:
OPS: Thank you I understand :: smiles down at control panel::

CO_Pang says:
Lnor: Punishment?  What punishment?

CEO_Bolitho says:
SO: That’s a possibility, maybe they were supposed to return once the threat of asteroids was over and they didn't

Imorst says:
::throws his hands in the air::

SO_Intrim says:
CEO: I wonder if we had time to study her technology , if we could pinpoint the trouble ?

Host Dyadra says:
Masters:  It was a good place to live; peaceful.  We had passed beyond the need for conflict

Lnor says:
CO: Our legends are quite clear.

Dak says:
CO: You are explorers that meddle in others affairs.

Imorst says:
CO:  The punishment of disaster!

CEO_Bolitho says:
SO: the answer may be on her ship?

Host Dyadra says:
Masters:  That is why their anger confuses me; it is against our teachings.

Cns_Moore says:
lmorst: Why would you be punished?

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Status report

Lnor says:
::She shifts away from the wall and approaches the table in front of the Captain::

CO_Pang says:
::stands::  Delegation:  You must understand - we are not meddling .... we know that centuries ago there may have been a planetary disaster ... and that some could be saved .... more than that we do not know

Dak says:
::watches Lnor::

SO_Intrim says:
CEO: It could well be

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  No change so far, sir.

Cns_Moore says:
::watches Lnor suspiciously::

Lnor says:
CO: It is not for you to understand.  She is to return and face our judgement.

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Anything new on their ship's configuration ?

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: Did you ever make contact with an alien race before you went into stasis?

CEO_Bolitho says:
SO: I want you to head down to her ship take whatever personnel you need , just try and find an answer?

Cns_Moore says:
Lnor: On what charges?

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Anything that can give us an edge ?

Lnor says:
CO: Return that ship and that "god".

CO_Pang says:
Lnor:  We cannot just give our visitor to you .... but I am prepared to let you meet her - under strictly controlled conditions

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  SO Has provided me with info.

Imorst says:
CO:  Our people worked together long ago to discover a way of survival.  Many hours were spent at it.  The Priests guided with their intelligence and we worked to complete...

SO_Intrim says:
CEO: I think it should be an engineer and someone from OPS also

CEO_Bolitho says:
OPS: slave the Science console and maintain a transporter lock on our guests

Lnor says:
::Turns to CNS:: Treason.

Imorst says:
CO: ... after the solution was found, the Priests ran with the secret to the stars

CO_Pang says:
Delegation: Which of you is the leader here?  I lead my ship ... who is in charge of you?

CEO_Bolitho says:
SO: I need you to go!

Lnor says:
::Glances at Imorst::

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  That is about it though...They shouldn't be a problem.

SO_Intrim says:
CEO: Perhaps it might be wise to also include a delegation from the ships after we begin to decipher the cause ?

Dak says:
::looks at Lnor::

Imorst says:
::looks up reluctantly::  CO: That would make me the superior of our vessels

CO_Pang says:
::waits for the answer::

Lnor says:
::Waves at Imorst::

OPS_Jean says:
SO : Sending someone down there right away... Is bio-hazard still in effect ?

OPS_Jean says:
TO : Thank you

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: May I ask why you were the only one on the stasis ship?

CO_Pang says:
Imorst:  Then, one to one ... can we try to be civilised here?  I have to decide what is right

CEO_Bolitho says:
SO: We need to find the cause first, then perhaps a joint delegation with our guests may convince them

TO_M`Toc says:
OPS:  Don't mention it, sir.

SO_Intrim says:
CEO: Yes ,sir  The EO you send should bring some equipment that may take care of things though ::makes a quick list on a padd ::

Lnor says:
CO: Do not try to divide us.  We are equal in thought.

Host Dyadra says:
Masters:  It was decided that several small ships, each containing one, would afford the best chance of one surviving the asteroids

Imorst says:
::glances at his colleagues:: Dak/Lnor:  Is this acceptable?

CEO_Bolitho says:
*EO* Urk report to the main shuttle bay immediately

Lnor says:
::Glares at Imorst:: Imorst: yield nothing.

SO_Intrim says:
CEO: I will head down to TR1

Imorst says:
Lnor:  Maybe if we sat down and explained rationally, they would understand our anger better

TO_M`Toc says:
::Glances at the Female security officer stationed at the Ready room::

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: How was it decided who would go into stasis?

Dak says:
Imorst: Fine.

CO_Pang says:
::shrugs::  With your permission then I will set up a secure area and ask the Lady to attend .... she will be guarded ....

OPS_Jean says:
:: Accessing CSO Command codes ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::nods at the SO: SO: good luck

SO_Intrim says:
::heads to TL ::

TO_M`Toc says:
::Remembers he's married::

Dak says:
::sits at the table disgustedlly::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Slaving CSO to OPS console ::

OPS_Jean says:
SO : An ensign is waiting for you

Imorst says:
CO: I CANNOT sit in the same room as that monster... she had better be 10 feet away from me!

SO_Intrim says:
::Exits TL and enters TR1 ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
<Computer > Ens. Urk is in sickbay

CO_Pang says:
*CEO*  Please arrange for Conference Room 2 to be set up as secure .... advise us when facilities are in place

TO_M`Toc says:
::one last glance at her.....Okay....That's enough::

Host Dyadra says:
Masters:  It was decided by Kristar, the leader of the priests.  The ones placed on ships were those with special knowledge in areas of our civilisation....

Cns_Moore says:
lmorst: If her only crime is desertion why do you consider her a monster?

Lnor says:
::Stomps about room in anticipation and anger::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* acknowledged

CSO_Masters says:
Dyadra: So, you are an expert

SO_Intrim says:
::suits up in Bio suit ::

Imorst says:
Lnor: Please calm yourself.  ::talks low and softly::  Nothing is to be gained by this method.

Dak says:
::wondering when this senseless talking will end::

Host Dyadra says:
::smiles::  Masters:  I never thought so.  I have some knowledge of the Ainmiran arts.  Others judged my knowledge greater than I do

CO_Pang says:
Delegation:  We will reconvene in Conference Room 2 in a few minutes .... and you may meet with the Lady

TO_M`Toc says:
::Notices Female Security officer glancing at me a smiles at me too....Thinks that's that is pretty cool::

Imorst says:
Dak:  ::whispers and points at Lnor:: Please try and keep her calm for me please

SO_Intrim says:
::goes to TL and enters :: TL: cargo Bay

Lnor says:
::Turns slowly to the male, disgusted:: Imorst: again, yield nothing.

CO_Pang says:
*CSO*  Please be prepared to escort the Lady Dyadra to Conference Room 2 in 5 minutes time

SO_Intrim says:
*CEO* I have suited and am headed to the Cargo Bay

CSO_Masters says:
*CO* Aye sir

Imorst says:
CO: Yes, you have tried desperately to be patient with us, we thank you.  ::nods::

Dak says:
Lnor ::whispers:: Please Lnor I don't like this either but calm yourself.

Lnor says:
::Turns away and walks to far end of room::

CO_Pang says:
::nods at the Delegation::

CEO_Bolitho says:
TO: Please set up Conference room 2 , it looks like there will be a meeting there between the natives of this system and Dyadra security guards posted outside the door

TO_M`Toc says:
::Wonders when security officer gets off duty....looks her up on the control panel....and again remembers he is married::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Ens. Tremblay - in front of the Main cargo bay door ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
SO: acknowledged

Host Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Dyadra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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